**DORMAN TOP NEW PRODUCTS**

**Flexible Stainless Steel Fuel Lines**
DORMAN EXCLUSIVE INNOVATION

**PROBLEM:** Replacing a corroded fuel line is often a frustrating job. Original equipment fuel lines can be difficult to re-route under the vehicle.

**FIX:** This Dorman OE FIX fuel line is flexible stainless steel, cut to the full length of the original on specific vehicles, with connectors for the easiest possible installation.

**819-846 / 819-876 / 819-816**
Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra pickups 2010-04
Pop Codes: A / B / B | VIO: 4,661,836

**Through SKU consolidation and smaller packaging, Dorman offers the same vehicle coverage in only 1% of the space.**

**HVAC Heater Hose Assemblies**
LINE EXTENSION | 2 NEW SKUS

**PROBLEM:** Original equipment HVAC heater hose assemblies often fail due to cracks in the plastic T-connector.

**FIX:** This Dorman OE FIX replacement features an integrated aluminum T-connector to prevent similar failures in the future.

**626-598**
Nissan Frontier 2019-05, Nissan Pathfinder 2012-05, Nissan Xterra 2015-05
Pop Code: B | VIO: 1,230,609

**Loaded Knuckles**
LINE EXTENSION | 10 NEW SKUS

**PROBLEM:** Replacing a worn wheel bearing usually requires a difficult procedure using a shop press, or purchasing multiple components.

**FIX:** This Dorman OE FIX loaded knuckle includes all critical components already assembled for a fast, simple, safe install.

**698-430**
Toyota Sienna 2017-11
Pop Code: D | VIO: 734,124

**PROBLEM:** When a truck bed crossmember rusts, the only option has been to replace the entire bed.

**FIX:** This Dorman OE FIX kit allows replacement of only the failed floor supports to reduce repair costs.

**926-982**
Chevrolet C&K Trucks, GMC C&K Trucks 2000-88
Pop Code: W | VIO: 2,461,540

**Battery Terminals**
LINE EXTENSION | 2 NEW SKUS

Direct replacement terminal matches the fit of the original equipment to ensure reliable electrical conductivity at the battery

- Durable construction features a corrosion resistant finish to ensure excellent conductivity
- Hardware set included for a complete repair solution

**FAIL MODE & SIGN:** Corrosion from battery acid causes crank or charging issue

**926-879**
Pop Code: B | VIO: 5,950,452

Get vehicle applications and technical details at dormanproducts.com
Frame Repair Kits
LINE EXTENSION | 2 NEW SKUS

PROBLEM:
Repairing a rusted frame with original equipment usually requires fabricating a repair or replacing the frame.

FIX:
This Dorman OE FIX frame repair kit allows for simpler repair of just the damaged section with new heavy-gauge steel.

926-095
Jeep Wrangler 2002-97
Pop Code: D | VIO: 396,969

Sun Visors
LINE EXTENSION | OVER 30 SKUS NOW AVAILABLE

Matches the original sun visor in style, color and texture to blend seamlessly with overall interior
• Mounting hardware included for a complete repair solution
• Easy to install - no special tools required during installation

FAIL MODE & SIGN:
• Wear causes sagging, broken detent mechanism or separating at seams

74213
Chevrolet Express, GMC Savana 2019-99
Pop Code: C | VIO: 1,839,864

Axle Hub O-Ring
NEW

Matches the fit and function of the original equipment O-ring to maintain a tight seal between the wheel hub and the axle housing
• Made of quality material for a reliable, leak-free repair
• Axle O-ring should be replaced whenever the brakes, axle or wheel hub is serviced

FAIL MODE & SIGN:
• Original O-ring deteriorates over time causing axle fluid leak

926-555
Dodge 2010-08, Ford 2018-99, Ram 2018-11
Pop Code: B | VIO: 739,640

Engine Valve Covers
LINE EXTENSION | OVER 50 SKUS NOW AVAILABLE

Direct replacement valve cover matches the fit and function of the original equipment part that may be damaged or warped
• Made of quality materials to withstand extreme temperatures to resist leaking
• Installation hardware and hold down tabs included for a complete repair solution

FAIL MODE & SIGN:
• Original cover fails due to broken accessory attachment points, causing oil leaks

264-970
Buick 2017-09, Cadillac 2012-08, Chevrolet 2018-09, GMC 2017-09, Saturn 2010-09, Left 3.6L Engine
Pop Code: B | VIO: 3,689,912

Vapor Canister Purge Valves
LINE EXTENSION | OVER 130 SKUS NOW AVAILABLE

Engineered for a perfect fit and plug-and-play installation, this vapor canister purge valve is a direct replacement for the original equipment purge valve
• Quality construction manufactured from premium materials for a long service life

FAIL MODE & SIGN:
• Original valve fails due to water intrusion, causing worn or binding solenoids

911-410
Pop Code: A | VIO: 4,853,773

Engine Crankcase Breather Elements
LINE EXTENSION | 7 SKUS NOW AVAILABLE

Direct replacement crankcase ventilation filter matches the fit and function of a cracked, clogged or missing original equipment filter
• Made of quality materials, this filter is designed to withstand engine oil and heat.

FAIL MODE & SIGN:
• Soot and dirt build-up, causing high idle or reduction of engine power

904-702
Ford Super Duty 6.7L 2019-17
Pop Code: C | VIO: 505,201

Get vehicle applications and technical details at dormanproducts.com